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Energy Effective house
The urgency of a power problem. The ecological loss from power has complex character: air, water, ground, in a global section - acid rains, warming of the climate, ozone gaps become soiled. The cardinal way for decision of environmental problems of power lays in curtailment of production and consumption of energy. 
A successful project of the energy effective house is a good basis for designing ecological houses. The house represents uniform heat power system. The reduction of the heat losses is with a help of warming ("it is better to warm once than to heat all life"), the system of the heat regulation is instead of system of heating for indemnification during extremely cold periods, losses on ventilation will be reduced with application of artificial systems of ventilation with exchangers of heat or thermal pumps.
It is natural to use the energy of renewable sources (RSE) to supply by the energy of ecohouse - solar, wind, energy of a biomass, heat of the environment. In the view of an ecological component of cost RSE is more economic now than traditional and in a future this break will be only increased. 
Saving-up-resources and few-wasting house
The nonaggressive to the environment house is should be resources effective as a whole. It is rational to submit the water to the house with a different degree of clarification for different kinds of its using. It is also expedient to make the individual installations of clearing of drains with the differention on different kinds of the polluted waters. The effective means of additional cleaning are special biological rates and platforms. It is stipulated applications of biotoilets for restoration of the ground fertility and reduction of quantity of household waste. It is the introduction of recycling household waste (their using as secondary raw material).  
The bioclimatic house
It makes the harmonious merge of the ecological house to a landscape owing to modern saving-up-resources technical equipment which reduces pressure upon surrounding natural systems. Ecohouse is similar to an alive essence - reserves energy in the summer and exists due to it in winter months; ability to use a solar energy, etc. 
The green house
Plants in the house can improve hygienic conditions, aesthetic qualities of habitation, fructify and bring a crop. Inside of the house are assumed the attached hothouse and a winter garden. Plants around of the house will improve quality of the environment of city and allow saving the city area due to some reduction of green plantings of common using.
The healthy house
From the point of view of influence on health a tree materials of a biogenic origin are the best building and finishing materials as a wood, straw etc., metals are the least desirable as a constructional material.
Cooking has to be doing using the renewed energy sources which minimally pollute and are corresponded to the healthy meal criteria’s. Electromagnetic could, which source is electroposting and numerous electrodevices, can be significally lowered with a help of a complex actions.
The safe house
Ecohouse is bases on a natural infrastructure (the sun, a wind, fertility of the ground) which are difficult to switch-off, the inhabited formations of ecohouses will be in a high degree proof to the natural and technogenic cataclysms. 
The creative house
In the individual house the person can be as the architect, the builder, the designer, the farmer etc. She has more than opportunities to be engaged in any creative kinds of activity.
Educational role of the ecohouse. Socially psychological aspects
For children the life in ecohouse will be natural technical and ecological university. Ecohouse can play a huge role in ecological education of the population. 
The information house
The high complexity of engineering systems of ecohouse demands the developing control systems. The priority at their designing and a choice of programs of management will be given to the problems to achieve high hygiene, saving-up-energy and saving-up-resources technology.
Conclusions
To talk about an economic acceptability or unacceptability of the ecohouse is the same as to think: “is the lifebuoy ring not too expensive for drowning”. Nevertheless, discussion of its profitability allows estimating soberly immediate prospects, rates and tactics of transition to it.
Now the separate ecological house will be more expensive than the similar house executed on traditional schemes. Houses of transitive type which contain separate lucky finds in construction of effective houses can be cheaper than usual already now. Thus it is necessary to mean still the cost of reduction of ecological damage not considered in the price at operation of transitive houses.
All advantages of ecohouse will be shown at their mass construction. It will be also reduction in price of construction and operation of residential areas in connection with sharp reduction of a necessary engineering industrial infrastructure and more rational use of territories and improvement of ecological conditions, numerous social benefits, etc.


